Abstract-Biologically inspired Variable Impedance Actuators (VIA) offer the capability to execute cyclic and/or explosive multi degree of freedom (DoF) motions efficiently by storing elastic energy. This paper studies the preconditions which allow to induce robust cyclic motions for strongly nonlinear, underactuated multi DoF robotic arms. By experimental observations of human motor control, a simple control law is deduced. This controller achieves intrinsic oscillatory motions by switching the motor position triggered by a joint torque threshold. Using the derived controller, the periodic behavior of the robotic arm is analyzed in simulations. It is found that a modal analysis of the linearized system at the equilibrium point allows to qualitatively predict the periodic behavior of this type of strongly nonlinear systems. The central statement of this paper is that cyclic motions can be induced easily in VIA systems, if the eigenfrequencies and modal damping values of the linearized system are well separated. Validation is given by simulation and experiments, where a human controls a simulated robotic arm, and the developed regulator controls a robotic arm in simulation and experiments.
I. Introduction
Humans execute easily high-performance cyclic movements such as running or drumming or explosive motions such as throwing, hitting or jumping. To approach human athletic performance and efficiency, robot design evolved recently from classical, rigid actuation towards actuators with tunable intrinsic stiffness and/or damping, so called Variable Impedance Actuators (VIA). These elastically actuated robots are strongly inspired by the biological musculo-skeletal system [1] . They are motivated by biomechanics research which reveals the importance of the elasticity for robustness and energetic efficiency as well as for the maximization of peak force and velocity [2] . The goal is to exploit intrinsic mechanical resonance effects of the systems.
The generation of motor trajectories and the tuning of joint stiffness during these highly dynamic motions are often addressed as an optimal control problem. While for single joints an analytical solution is feasible [3] , [4] , for the multijoint case numerical, multi-variable constrained optimizations need to be performed [5] , [6] . The optimization approach is currently limited to systems with few degrees of freedom (DoF). With an increasing number of degrees of freedom (for example in the case of one arm (7 DoF) or even a humanoid body (> 30 DoF) ) the computational complexity and the number of local minima explodes. This motivates the investigation of alternative approaches. In this paper we focus on the generation of cyclic motions. It is a known fact that un-damped, elastic multi-body systems tend to show chaotic behavior. In particular, the response of such systems to sinusoidal excitation is not necessarily periodic [7] , [8] . This motivates us asking under which conditions a VIA robot (and a human) arm can display periodic motions, how easily they can be induced and how robustly they can be stabilized. Simple experiments with passive systems (Fig. 1) suggest that humans can easily induce such nonlinear oscillations. Despite the current theoretical difficulties, for instance, the complexity of an associated optimal control problem to reach periodic motions, humans seem to be able to excite independent nonlinear oscillatory modes of the system without difficulty.
The above hypothesis is verified by means of hardware in the loop simulations, where a human controls a real-time simulation of a VIA arm using a force feedback device. The inertia of the arm and the visco-elastic parameters of the joints are varied within consecutive trials to evaluate their influence on the limit cycles. An important finding of the experiments is that the existence of easily excitable cyclic motions is predominantly determined by the system's damping properties. Although the original system is strongly nonlinear, damping analysis of the eigenmodes, based on linearization at the equilibrium point, already allows to predict whether the intrinsic system behavior tends to first mode cyclic motions or not. If the modal damping factors of the linearized system are sufficiently different, a simple multi-step bang-bang feedback controller achieves coordinated cyclic motions.
In addition to simulation experiments, we verify the approach on a real VIA system. This way, we close the loop from hypotheses to verification using simulations, human inthe-loop experiments, and robotic experiments. This paper is organized as follows: First, the considered robotic system is introduced and the model nonlinearities are emphasized. Then, the problem is stated and main hypotheses are proposed in Section III. To validate our hypotheses with experiments, two main steps are performed. In Section III qualitative system requirements for multi degree of freedom oscillations are deduced from experiments, where a human controls a robotic arm. Furthermore a simple bang-bang controller is proposed based on the analysis of the human behavior. In Section IV and V the case where the bang-bang controller induces oscillations in a robotic arm is considered and the influence of modal parameters on nonlinear oscillations is analyzed by both, simulation and experiment. Finally, properties of the bang-bang controller are discussed and a brief conclusion is given in Section VI.
II. Nonlinearities in variable impedance actuated robots
The main goal of this paper is to understand cyclic motions of VIA systems for controlling robots. This class of nonlinear, underactuated systems can be generally described by dynamic equations of the form [9] , [10] :
Herein x,ẋ,ẍ ∈ R n are generalized coordinates and their time derivatives, respectively. Q ∈ R n is a non-conservative, generalized force dual toẋ. The potential energy
is in general composed of the gravity potential U g (x) and the spring potential U ψ (x). Furthermore M(x) ∈ R n×n is the symmetric and positive definite mass matrix and c(x,ẋ) ∈ R n a vector of Coriolis/centrifugal forces.
The design of VIA robots involves that not all of the system states are directly actuated. Therefore, let us partition the states x = (θ, q) as θ ∈ R k being directly actuated states (referred to as motor positions) and q ∈ R n−k being indirectly actuated states (referred to as link positions). Additionally, let us consider linear viscous damping Dẋ (where D ∈ R n×n is the symmetric and positive definite damping matrix), then the generalized force
consists of the control input τ m ∈ R k and the externally applied force τ ext . Since the dimension of the control input is smaller Technical scheme of the hardware in the loop simulation. The complete system: double pendulum including nonlinear visco elasticities is simulated in real time. Position θ 1 and/or velocityθ 1 of the feedback device is a control input. The joint torque τ 1 of the first joint acts as force feedback.
than the state dimensionality, the systems is underactuated. The gradient of the potential energy can be separated into:
As can be seen from (1) and (4) the states θ and q are coupled via the elastic energy storage U ψ (θ, q). This energy storage is an important precondition to induce cyclic motions on q efficiently. Variable stiffness actuation usually entails strong nonlinearities to the system dynamics. For example, for the DLR Hand Arm System [11] , variable stiffness actuation is realized by so-called floating spring joints [12] . Therein, the spring potential of a single joint can be approximated by a fourth order polynomial
and the force-deflection relation is then given by
where θ = (θ q , θ ψ ) are the motor positions of the main actuator and the stiffness adjuster, respectively. To display the order of nonlinearity introduced due to the variable stiffness actuation, the stiffness ∂ 2 U ψ (θ, q)/∂q 2 (θ q = 0) of the mechanically implemented floating spring joint is plotted in Fig. 2 for several stiffness presets. In the case of the lowest preset θ ψ = 0 the variation is about 1480% between minimum and maximum spring deflections. Note that the joint stiffness is changing with the joint deflection. Additionally, the stiffness preset can be changed by the stiffness adjuster motors.
III. Controller design inspired by human motor control
Simple experiments were conducted, where a human induces oscillations into a rod (see, Fig. 1 ). Stable oscillations could be achieved even for the case of large deflections (i.e. in the emergence of strong nonlinearities). The human does not need a long training phase to do so. This demonstrates human's ability to control periodic motions of nonlinear multi degree of freedom systems. From these observations we hypothesize that:
• Human's motor control is able to stabilize periodic motions even in the presence of strong nonlinearities.
• The underlying control law has a simple and very robust structure. To verify both hypotheses, several experiments involving VIA arms, human dynamics, and human control have been conducted.
Accessing and measuring human's control and feedback signals during natural motions is difficult and largely unresolved [13] . We circumvent this problem by using hard-and software in the loop simulations with human control. Using a force feedback device, a human operator can be coupled in the feedback control loop with either a robotic plant or a simulated system. The latter allows to adjust the system parameters arbitrarily as done in the following experiments.
A. Model simplification
To include the force feedback device in the control loop using one of the robot's motor position and/or velocity as control input, the general dynamic model (1) is customized based on simplifying assumptions widely applied in robotics. These simplifying assumptions are fully justified for the DLR Hand Arm System and briefly summarized as following:
• the coupling inertias in between motor and link side can be neglected 1 .
• The motor side dynamics is faster than the link side dynamics such that the motor position can be considered as control input 2 .
For further analysis, the motion in a plane perpendicular to the gravity is considered, i.e. ∂U g (q)/∂q ≡ 0. Damping acts only on the link side:
As control input we use u ≔ θ 1 , while θ 2 , . . . , θ k = 0 are kept constant and the feedback control developed later on is based on the first joint torque τ 1 ≔ −∂U ψ (θ, q)/∂q 1 . For convenience of notation, subscripts (·) q , used to denote link side terms (see, e.g. (7)), are omitted in the remainder of the paper.
B. Experiments
The real time simulation of (7) was interconnected with a direct drive (torque controlled) motor with a handle mounted on the rotor. This motor acts as force feedback device. An optical encoder provides the angular position of the motor as control signal u ≔ θ 1 for the simulated VIA arm. The joint torque τ 1 computed by the VIA arm simulation is commanded to the current controller of the force feedback device and thereby provides feedback to the human operator. This setup allows to emulate arbitrary dynamical systems that are controlled by a single position input, and interface them to a human operator.
In a series of experiments, the oscillatory behavior of a VIA double pendulum (i.e., q ∈ R 2 , θ ∈ R 2 , u ≔ θ 1 , and θ 2 = 0) was analyzed (see, Fig. 3 ). Besides inertial dynamics, strong nonlinear cubic springs (cf. (6)) were considered, where the ratio of linear and cubic spring constants was chosen as β i /α i = 70 (similar to the most nonlinear case of the floating spring mechanism, cf. Fig. 2 ). To comply with the range of maximum torques of the force feedback device τ max = ±1 Nm, inertia and spring parameters were adjusted: mass m 1/2 = 0.1 kg, link length l 1/2 = 0.1 m, center of mass l ci = l i /2, α 1 = 0.02 Nm, and α 2 = 0.01 Nm. The knowledge of the stiffness and mass matrix of the linearized system allows to assign a modal damping coefficient 0 ≤ ξ ≤ 1 (see (20) in the Appendix). The system (7) was integrated (forward Euler method, time steps 0.001 s) on the same real time computer on which the force feedback device was controlled. Additionally, the motion of the double pendulum was visualized on a screen.
One skilled participant was tested at random with different system parameters. During all tests, the subject grasped the handle of the force feedback device and rested in the initial position, while the integrator was reseted. Then the subject moved the handle to induce oscillations. The goal was to achieve and stabilize coordinated, cyclic movements.
C. Results
Given the physically motivated setup, it was straightforward for the subject to stabilize cyclic movements. Even more, the system tends to show only first mode motions. The modal analysis of the linearized system revealed that the first eigenmode is less damped than the second one. This finding was further validated by directed tests, where the normalized damping factor of the first mode was held low and constant, while the damping factor of the second mode has been varied. Phase plots of the joint motion q(t) vs.q(t) are displayed in Fig. 4 .
1) The influence of modal damping: Nonlinear effectsinduced by inertia couplings, Coriolis effects and the progressive stiffness characteristic of the springs-increase when the damping of the second mode converges to the first mode damping factor. These effects are expressed in form of strong notches towards the center in the shape of circular or elliptical paths. Severe changes occur when the damping of the second mode falls below approximately 0.5; then numerical instabilities of the simulation arise (cf. 4(g)-(j)).
2) The steady-state of cyclic motions: For ideal cyclic motions a phase plot trajectory of one state is a single closed path, while the trajectories depicted in Fig. 4 lie within an error band. The reason therefore can be limitations in the range and sensitivity of feedback signals given to the human operator. Additionally, the control signals generated by humans may not be sufficiently accurate and repeatable. The deterministic controller proposed next allows to avoid these uncertainties.
D. A multi-step bang-bang controller
From qualitative observations of the human control strategy a simple control law has been deduced. It was observed that when the spring deflection reached a torque peak, the human countered it by pushing harder in the opposite direction of the link side motion and thereby induced energy into the system. Such a behavior can be approximately replicated by the discontinuous control law:
As depicted in certain threshold ǫ τ the controller gives an impulse in the same direction of the observed torque. This is achieved by a stepθ in motor position w.r.t. the initial position θ 0 .
IV. Dynamic system properties for cyclic motion: Simulations
In the last section it was demonstrated that even in the presence of strong nonlinearities, multi degree of freedom cyclic movements can be induced easily by a human. Now, we investigate intrinsic system properties, which ensure that the system tends to periodic motions.
In more detail, the system considered is the VIA pendulum of the form (7) with cubic springs defined by (6) in the joints, where the first joint's motor position u ≔ θ 1 acts as control input and the elastic torque τ 1 ≔ −∂U ψ (θ, q)/∂q 1 is used as feedback. (The remaining motor position θ 2 = 0 is hold constant.) To obtain repeatable results, oscillations are induced by means of the control law (9) instead of the human operator. The controller parameters are set toθ = 0.3 rad and ǫ τ = 30 Nm for all simulations. Although the considered system is nonlinear, the spring and damping parameters will be adjusted based on linearization at the equilibrium point. For the link side mass matrix at zero position M(0) fixed, desired eigenfrequencies are assigned (given below for specific cases), in order to compute the linear spring coefficients α i . Then the physical damping is computed based on the linearized stiffness matrix and given modal damping factors (see, Appendix). Finally, coefficients of cubic spring terms are chosen such that
All simulations were performed in Matlab/Simulink R . The differential equations were integrated by means of the variable step solver ode23t for moderately stiff problems with a maximum step size of 0.0005 sec. Initial conditions were set (0.6, 0) for joint angles and (0, 0) for joint velocities.
A. Limit cases of modal properties
Based on the inertial properties of the DLR Hand Arm System, two substantially different cases of eigenfrequency distributions are considered: 1) Different eigenfrequencies: As in the case of the DLR Hand Arm System most of the VIA robots are monoarticulated, i.e. no coupling springs are present. In more detail, a displacement in the single direction of one joint generates solely a reaction force in the opposite direction of the same 
Linearizing these elastic force functions leads to a diagonal stiffness matrix:
Then, as a consequence of the coupled mass matrix (and for q ∈ R 2 ) there exists a minimum ratio of assignable eigenfrequencies ω 2 /ω 1 > ν min (M), which can be realized by a diagonal stiffness matrix (see, (32) in the Appendix), i.e. for a given mass matrix M and first eigenfrequency ω 1 the second eigenfrequency ω 2 must be larger than ω 1 ν min (M), otherwise a coupled stiffness matrix is required. This (utile)-case (appropriate for VIA robots without coupling springs) was considered for human controlled oscillations described in the last section.
2) Similar eigenfrequencies: In contrast to sufficiently different eigenfrequencies, the case of similar eigenfrequencies requires to introduce coupling springs. They have the effect, that a displacement in one coordinate direction can cause a reaction force in a different coordinate direction:
and consequently the stiffness matrix for the instantaneous linearized system contains nonzero, off-diagonal entries:
Note that nonlinear coupling elasticities are not present in most of today's VIA robot arms, therefore we introduce this artificial case of similar eigenfrequencies here for sake of theoretical insight.
B. Simulation results
Figures 6(a)-(d) display phase plots of simulated motions for the case of different eigenfrequencies. For each simulation run eigenfrequencies ω 1 (0) = 2 rad/s and ω 2 (0) = 21 rad/s corresponding to ν min (M) in this case were assigned, while the modal damping is varied in each run. Note that ω 1 was chosen arbitrarily and ω 2 results due to ν min (M). For all presets of modal damping, phase plots of both coordinate directions are closed paths-indicating the system's tendency to cyclic movements. As in the case of human controlled oscillations the effects of nonlinearities (manifested by strong notches towards the center in the phase plots paths) increase, when the value of the second mode damping (in the equilibrium position) approaches the value of the first mode damping (in the equilibrium position). But in contrast to human controlled oscillations (see, Fig. 4(j) ) the bang-bang regulator (9) avoids irregular, numerically unstable behavior. Even for the case of equal and low modal damping, the motion stays within a small error band (cf. Fig. 6(d) ).
To demonstrate the strong occurrence of nonlinearities, time series of the control input θ 1 (t), joint angles q(t), joint velocitiesq(t), as well as instantaneous values of the modal damping ξ(t), eigenfrequencies ω(t), and potential / kinetic energy U(t) / T (t) corresponding to the phase plot Fig. 6(a) are depicted in Fig. 7 . It can be observed that only in the equilibrium point q = 0, θ = 0 eigenfrequencies and modal damping equal the assigned values. At these points the modal damping has its maximum and the eigenfrequency its minimum. For increasing magnitudes of spring deflections |q i − θ i | both instantaneous eigenfrequencies increase and the modal damping factors decrease. When spring deflections are maximal, the eigenfrequencies / modal damping factors approach their maxima / minima. Additionally, one can identify points where the Hamiltonian energy is almost completely kinetic. This is a typical property for coordinated cyclic movements Fig. 6(a) . Herein θ is the motor position of the first joint, i.e. the control action. q,q, and τ are link positions, link velocities, and joint torques of the first (blue) and second (red) joint, respectively. ξ(t) and ω(t) are instantaneous values of modal damping and eigenfrequency. System's kinetic energy T (blue) and potential energy U (red) is depicted in the last plot. [17] .
Let us now consider the case of similar eigenfrequencies. To this end, again, desired eigenfrequencies are assigned to the linearized system at the equilibrium point. Therefore, we consider the mass matrix M(0) as given and tune the entries of the stiffness matrix
The resulting entries of the above stiffness matrix correspond to the linear coefficients α i of the springs. In more detail, first, the condition ω 2 /ω 1 < ν min (M) is tested. Then it is decided if the eigenfrequencies can be achieved by a diagonal or coupled stiffness matrix 3 . For each case exists an analytical relation to determine α i . The resulting potential function (23) as well as the force and stiffness functions are given in the Appendix. Although we adjust the linear spring coefficients α i based on linearization (at the equilibrium point), we consider the nonlinear joint elasticities in simulation.
In simulations the procedure given in the Appendix is applied to assign the eigenfrequencies ω 1 = 2 rad/s, ω 2 = 5 rad/s. Therefore, the value of the cubic spring coefficient is chosen β 3 /α 3 = 70/4. Phase plots of simulated motions for the same damping adjustments as used above (while eigenfrequencies are fixed) are depicted in Fig. 6 (e)-(h). It can be observed that even for the case in Fig. 6(e) where the first mode damping ξ 1 (0) = 0.1 and the second mode damping ξ 2 (0) = 1.0, the first mode is not excited, isolatedly. These coupling effects are expressed in form of loop-like notches in the circular or elliptic shapes of curves. For decreasing values of the second mode damping ξ 2 (0) (decreasing between simulation runs), abrupt energy exchanges between the modes induce non-periodic behavior.
Remark 1 (Steady-state oscillations): Compared to oscillations induced by a human operator, the bang-bang regulator achieves ideal cyclic motions. While phase plots depicted in Fig. 4 deviate from ideal closed paths within a certain "error band", stable steady state motions in Fig. 6 display single, exactly closed curves for each joint coordinate. It remains open to further research, if the humans behavior is due to control imprecisions or has some other benefits.
C. Summary
Under specific conditions considered in this work, simulation results demonstrate that determining the modal parameters, i.e. eigenfrequency and damping, for the linearization of the system at the equilibrium position allows to predict the periodic behavior of this type of strongly nonlinear systems. Best preconditions for cyclic movements are different eigenfrequencies and different modal damping. This case applies to the robotic VIA arm in the absence of coupling springs. Therefore a simple controller is able to stabilize cyclic movement. Furthermore, the intrinsic system behavior is tending to first mode motions, even for similar eigenfrequencies, as long as the first eigenmode is weakly damped and the second eigenmode is strongly damped.
V. Cyclic motions for a real VIA robot arm In the following, the approach to experimentally validate the insights obtained from simulations and the developed controller is described. Therefore, we used the VIA robot DLR Hand Arm System which is equipped with seven variable impedance actuators. As the described analysis considers two joints, the robotic arm was configured such that only two joint axes were parallel. Furthermore, the two joint axes pointed in the direction of gravity to remove gravitational effects 4 . Thus, for the experiments the robotic arm structurally corresponded to the system analyzed in the last sections.
The bang-bang regulator (9) was used to generate the desired motor position of the first joint, while the measured spring torque of the same joint was the input of the controller. The desired motor position of the second joint (and all other joints not involved in the motions) were constant. Since motor positions are not directly accessible, a motor position PD controller tracked the desired trajectory (desired motor torques were commanded to the current controllers of the motors). Nonzero initial conditions were set manually by pushing the robot by hand.
Phase plots of joint motions are depicted in Fig. 8 . Here, approximately four periods in the stationary phase of oscillations are plotted. Furthermore, joint velocities are derived from measured and low-pass filtered joint positions (10 Hz cut-off frequency). The shape of closed paths obtained by experiments is similar to simulations (cf. Fig. 6 ). The modal properties of the linearized system (in the initial configuration) are about ω = (5, 32) rad/s for eigenfrequencies and ξ = (0.05, 0.30) for modal damping factors resulting from the natural, low damping in the spring mechanism. As a consequence of eigenfrequency and modal damping distributions also the real robotic system tends to coordinated cyclic motions, while a simple controller is able to stabilize these oscillations. Thus one can observe that a planar, two joint VIA arm with approximately human like dimensions naturally fulfills the conditions for stable cyclic motions.
VI. Conclusion and discussion
In this paper, we investigate main principles and requirements of cyclic motions in strongly nonlinear VIA robotic systems. Starting with simple observations of humans controlling oscillations of serial type passive elastic systems, we analyze human motor control and the elastic system properties to validate that humans are able to control nonlinear, multi degree of freedom oscillations easily. Furthermore we conduct extensive experiments with human in the loop simulations, hardware simulations, and experiments on a real robotic system. Afterward, basic control principles observed in humans are transferred to VIA robotic arms and utilized to identify some basic system requirements for intrinsic cyclic motion tendencies. The most important findings are: 1) A control law to stabilize multi degree of freedom oscillations, which is of simple bang-bang structure. 2) Cyclic motion tendencies can be predicted based on eigenmode analysis of the linearized system. 3) Best preconditions for cyclic motion tendencies are different eigenfrequencies and damping of the modes. For desired motion in a specific mode, the modal damping of that mode has to be under critical and the remaining modes have to be over critically damped. Furthermore, a simple controller is proposed. The multistep bang-bang controller can excite and hold cyclic motions for variable stiffness actuated robotic systems in a closed loop manner. This is achieved by using the joint torquerepresenting the state of the plant's dynamics-to adjust control actions. Due to the controller parameters threshold and step amplitude, the amplitude and frequency of resulting oscillations can be adjusted in a certain range, taking the intrinsic dynamic behavior of the plant into account. Moreover, by adjusting the stiffness preset of the VIA joints the limit cycle can be additionally shaped. This way we make use of the intrinsic oscillation properties of the system by exploiting the resonance property. How the VIA stiffness preset can be changed to fit to a predefined task, will be subject of our future work.
